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Introduction
I would like to thank Andreas Gestrich for the invitation
to join such a distinguished cohort of German and British colleagues who have delivered earlier lectures in this
series. I am also delighted to be, I think, only the second
female historian to be among this company since 1979, so
let’s hope this marks the beginning of a trend. It’s a particular honour given the indispensability of the German
Historical Institute to historians in the UK, and my own
admiration of Professor Gestrich’s leadership.
Looking back over these Annual Lectures since 1979, I
was struck by the predominance of topics in the history of
German statecraft and German international relations, and
also by the tendency of my predecessors to take a synoptic
view of their theme from a pretty lofty perch. There are
obviously sound reasons for these choices; but the Annu-
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al Lecture presents an opportunity to reflect one’s own
scholarly interests, and mine have tended to move over
the years from a macro and theoretical scope to the more
local and even intimate. In tonight’s lecture, therefore, I
am going to shift scale and perspective considerably, by
looking at what I’ll call the microhistory of geopolitics.
The geopolitical field is Nazi imperialism in Poland, and
the microhistory is the tale of a single book. My tale turns
on the material status and intellectual biography of this
book, and involves a bit of autobiography as well. It offers
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a case study in how a programme of bloody conquest and

A year ago, I went to Poland for the first time in my life.

colonization was converted into a more anodyne but no

This was not a country I was eager to visit. My family

less imperialist project of cultural consumption.

background made me hesitate to set foot in a country that
had been the site of terrible events which I have also spent

Finding the Baedeker

a good deal of my professional life reading far too much
about. Probably this should have made me more, rather
than less, eager to find out about Poland first-hand – not
only as a historian of the Nazi era but as a citizen of the
new Europe. I ought to have jumped at the chance to
finally see a country that is now so distant in time and
circumstances from what it had been during the scant five
years of Nazi rule. But my resistance was almost visceral,
and in the end I went only because I had been invited to
a conference in Warsaw. I don’t propose to dwell at any
greater length on my motives and hesitancies, except to
pick up the theme of this talk: I was willing to go as an
academic to Warsaw, but I did not want to be a tourist
in Poland.
For this reason, I really wanted to leave the country
immediately after the conference was over, but I was persuaded by my partner that we must at least stay and visit

Figure 1: Cover of Baedekers

Cracow, a city famous for the beauty and historic character

Generalgouvernment, 1943.

of its old town, and now of course a major tourist desti-

(Reproduced by permis-

nation. But from my skewed perspective, Cracow was not

sion of MairDumont).

this charming city, but was first and foremost infamous as
the seat of the Nazi occupation regime established in this
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region of Poland in October 1939. Nevertheless, despite

have become the roll-call of the Holocaust: Warsaw, Lublin,

my misgivings we did go to Cracow and spent two days

Lvov, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Majdanek. Along with

in this undeniably handsome city.

the Warthegau, it was the place where Himmler’s wider

While I was doing my best not to be a tourist, I went

plans for the racial reconfiguration of eastern Europe had

on my usual quest for the second-hand bookshops, and

their most disastrous consequences. As Hitler had said in

I had the good luck to stumble on a very fine antiquar-

1933, ‘You can’t germanize the population of an annexed

ian bookstore, located on one of the city’s main streets.

or conquered territory. Only soil [Boden] can be german-

It turned out to house a treasure-trove of Poland’s and

ized.’ The General Government was, in consequence, a

Cracow’s cultural history, and I stayed for ages. Still,

place of unbounded imperialism, economic exploitation

fascinating as the collection was, I didn’t find anything to

and mass murder, ruled over by a capricious and corrupt

buy until, at the very last moment, I went to take a final

tyrant. My reaction at seeing it made into the subject of

look at a shelf of old Baedeker tourist guidebooks, which

a respected tourist guidebook can only be compared to

one often finds in stores like this. My eye was suddenly

finding an 1898 Fodor’s guide to King Leopold’s Congo

caught by the title on one spine that I had not previously

Free State, or a Guide Bleu to the Gulag Archipelago

noticed. Tucked in among the familiar volumes on Berlin,

dating from the 1930s.

the Rhine, Northern France, Italy and so on was Baedekers

I soon discovered that although the Baedeker was new

Generalgouvernement (Figure 1). [Figure 1 here]. The book

to me, it was familiar to historians working on the history

resembled all the other volumes in this famous red-bound

of the General Government or on German leisure and

series, except that its date of publication was 1943, the

tourism. It has attracted some attention, notably in work

middle of the war, and its title was totally unexpected.1

by Rudy Koshar, Kristin Semmens and Götz Aly and

To a historian of Nazi Germany, the General Govern-

Susanne Heim; the most extended treatment to date is a

ment, to give it its English name, has a single overriding

valuable essay by Nicholas Lane.2 But the very existence

association. This was the Polish territory handed over by

of this guidebook seemed uncanny to me, and this was

Hitler to his party crony Hans Frank, immediately after the

also the reaction of those of my colleagues who had not

German conquest of Poland in October 1939. The region

heard of it before. I also found it impossible to ignore the

was studded with the ghettos and camps whose names

accident of having stumbled upon it in Cracow, the seat
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and centre of the region it described. This sense was all

Shown in Figure 2 is the departmental stamp inside the

the more powerful because the copy I had picked up

book recording the budget line for its official purchase.

had itself been the property of the General Government,

The copy I now own had been bought by the government’s

and I felt this as a kind of magnetic obligation to find out

Department for Science, Education and Public Instruction,

more about it .

under the State Libraries line.3 It was the second of five
copies bought or at least entered into the record on 31
May 1943, shortly after the book’s publication. How it
had subsequently made its way into the bookshop I do
not know.
The questions I am better able to answer than this are
the subject of this lecture: How did this book come to be
produced? Who was it aimed at and how was it intended
to be used? What relationship did its depictions bear to
the situation on the ground in 1942 and 1943, the years of
its research and publication? And how can we read it in
relation to other contemporary publications presenting the
General Government to the reading public? This ought to
be placed in a wider history of German tourism and the
history of the Baedeker firm, but since I do not have time
for this in this lecture, I will give just a couple of signposts.

Baedeker and German Tourism
The Baedeker guides were one of Germany’s great conFigure 2: Half title, Baedekers General-

tributions to modern tourism and travel culture. Karl

gouvernement, 1943. (Author's copy;

Baedeker entered the market in the 1830s as the aristocratic

page reproduced by permission of

grand tour was giving way to the more bourgeois market

MairDumont)
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through which modern tourism emerged. By the 1860s,

and landscape of the wartime trenches created a kind of

this market was expanding rapidly in Germany, and

epistemological crisis in the act of seeing. What language

German tourists were being invited to experience their

would be appropriate to accompany scenes of such recent

country as a national culture by visiting it. In the words of

and profound devastation? Perhaps no longer the mea-

one historian, ‘the Baedeker … created a tangible image of

sured, cultured objectivity of the pre-war Baedeker, but

German nationhood for the national liberal travel culture’,4

rather new publications like Michelin’s highly successful

helping bourgeois Bavarians, Hessians, Prussians and so

Illustrated Guides to the Battle-Fields.7 More prosaically,

on to understand themselves as ‘Germans’.

Baedeker’s pre-war success in providing Germans with

Baedeker was also becoming the gold standard by which

a means to assimilate their national cultural identity ap-

all other travel guidebooks were measured. Its reputation

peared a liability after the First World War, as Europeans

for impartiality, reliability and accurate town maps was

turned against this quintessentially German product.

unrivalled. As an American writer put it in 1908, Baede-

In the 1920s therefore Baedeker focussed more on its

ker had ‘evolved a precise and utilitarian system … He

regional German guides, but the firm suffered from the

put the hotel first and the scenery afterward. He stated

high production costs of its quality volumes, as well as

distances and times and prices. He blue-penciled many

the unpredictable market of depression-era travel.8

of the flowery descriptions. He sought to give facts rather

In 1933, the Nazi regime appropriated the older na-

than impressions. His aim was to make travel more an

tionalizing discourse of travel and tourism and turned

exact science and less a venture into the unknown.’5 By

it to its own ideological goals. The regime put a new

1900 there were seventy Baedekers in print, and ‘Baedeker’

emphasis on mass tourism, in the name of fostering a

had entered the lexicon as a synonym for ‘travel guide’,

fulfilled, stable national community unified by common

just as the brand-name ‘Kodak’ had cornered the lexical

experiences that had previously been beyond the reach

terrain of the camera.6

of ordinary people. This in turn was part of the Nazi

The First World War brought to an end the era of pass-

regime’s broad-ranging vision of a managed consumer

port-free international travel, and the postwar economic

society that would be sufficiently satisfied or distracted

upheavals cramped the expansion of vacations abroad. It

to concede the economic priority of rearmament, and

has also been argued that the dismembering experience

eventually war. Baedeker played its part in this remade
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German tourist industry after 1933. Their publications

travellers to visit improving cultural monuments, polish

included a new guidebook to Madeira coinciding with

their knowledge of European culture, and grasp first-hand

the first ‘Kraft durch Freude’ cruise there in 1934, revised

the superiority of German achievements. Tourism did not

guidebooks to Berlin and Germany for the Olympic year

come to an end in 1939; it changed.

1936, and an English-language Baedeker’s Germany also

Baedeker continued a limited publication schedule until

for the Olympics.9 The incorporation of Austria into

well into the war. As well as the General Government

Germany in 1938 also affected the guidebooks for what

volume, the firm issued, apparently at the instigation of

were now treated as German provinces.10 The govern-

the regime, a new guide to Alsace and the Vosges in 1942

ment encouraged the firm in 1934 by brokering a loan

to celebrate the 1940 reunion of Alsace with Germany (its

of 120,000 RM, provided by a consortium of private and

revised text described it as adapted to ‘the requirements

public enterprises including Lufthansa, the Reichsbahn,

of our times’), and a new volume for Vienna and the

and the Reich Tourism Commission.11

Lower Danube in 1943.14 In 1943 and 1944 the firm also

From 1939, the war obviously had a huge impact on

published a handful of other travel handbooks for Italy

the tourist industry, throwing the Baedeker firm into new

and Prague. These were not strictly speaking ‘Baede-

financial straits. Until 1941, however, domestic leisure

kers’, but were targeted at ‘front workers’ and probably

travel continued to be treated as a valuable means of

resembled the numerous guides and booklets distributed

relaxation, and now too as a way of helping the nation

by the Wehrmacht for its own servicemen. 15 With these

to keep its nerve. And it also brought what I will call ‘oc-

publications Baedeker was attempting to battle wartime

cupation tourism’, on a Europe-wide scale: the historian

sales losses that required writing-off its 1934 loan, after a

Alon Confino has claimed that the Wehrmacht served as

long-drawn-out process, in 1943.16
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‘the biggest travel agency in German history’.13 In addition
to the military servicemen and police personnel who were

Baedeker in the General Government

launched into so many interesting foreign countries, the

In October 1939, Poland became the first European coun-

occupation of wide swathes of Europe offered surprising

try to be conquered by Germany and the site of the Nazi

scope for members of the German civil administration and

regime’s most ambitious experiments in colonial rule.

Nazi party organizations, businessmen and other civilian

The partition of Poland in August and September 1939
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saw its eastern regions handed to the Soviet Union and

geographically and politically ‘alongside’ Germany, a eu-

the westernmost regions annexed to Germany. This left a

phemism that gestured towards an undeclared future. In

central region which Hitler placed under the rule of an old

parallel, Frank’s officials often referred to the German Reich

comrade, the lawyer Hans Frank, who was made directly

as the ‘Kernland’, or core territory. As Governor-General,

answerable to the Führer and given virtually plenary

it was Hans Frank’s ambition to fill this empty category

(although not uncontested) administrative powers.17 The

with a political meaning of his choosing. Officially, he

name ‘Generalgouvernement’ picked up the title given

was supposed to implement Hitler’s policy of treating

by Tsarist Russia to this administrative area, which the

Poland primarily as a reservoir of labour and resources

Germans had already adopted once before when they

to be exploited in Germany’s interests. But Frank saw his

occupied the ‘General Government of Warsaw’ in the First

task as far more than this. He fought a strenuous battle

World War. However, Warsaw was not to be Frank’s new

against the forces within and beyond the borders of his

capital, because Hitler had expressly forbidden the city’s

zone that were in competition with him, and that initially

reconstruction after its bombardment. After lobbying

made his territory into a dumping-ground for ‘everyone

unsuccessfully to have the industrial city of Lodz (15 per

else’s garbage… Jews, the sick, layabouts’, as Goebbels

cent German in 1931) incorporated in his region, Frank

put it in 1940. 19 Frank wanted to establish the General

decided to settle his government in the historic medieval

Government as a ‘model territory’ (Musterland) – precisely

city of Kraków (c. 0.3 per cent German-speakers), and took

what he had been told not to do.
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over the city’s Wawel castle as his official residence and
seat of government.

Frank equipped the General Government with a traditional German administrative structure, giving it a kind

The General Government was a political anomaly. It

of hybrid German and quasi-colonial character.20 He also

was not the legal successor to the Polish state and it had

devoted considerable thought and expenditure to building

no status in international law. It was ‘administered’ by

up its cultural life (not least by grabbing some of Poland’s

Germany without being a part of or attached to the Re-

most famous artworks for his own private collection).

ich, and its political relationship to Germany remained

Among other ventures designed to cultivate or entertain

undefined. To designate this fiefdom, Frank coined the

the Germans in Poland, he founded a state orchestra and

term ‘Nebenland des Reiches’, signifying a territory both

theatre; opened or restored museums, academies and a
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conservatoire; established the Institut für deutsche Ostar-

map as well as the geographical map as a going concern

beit as a research unit and nucleus for a future German

with a bright, Germanic future. This activity was also

university in Cracow; and endowed prizes for literature,

intended to establish an impressive collective image of

poetry, music and sports. German publishing firms were

‘the Germans’ in the face of the actual heterogeneity and

founded, along with an official newspaper, the Krakauer

fragmented character of the German community in Po-

Zeitung; and over two dozen exhibitions of art, architec-

land, which was by any reckoning tiny. As the Germans

ture and cultural and social life were mounted in Cracow

took over, no more than 75,000 of Poland’s 17.6 million

and elsewhere, usually restricted to German visitors.21

inhabitants counted as German (1931 census figures).

At the same time, the government issued or sponsored

The re-settlement of ethnic German farm families from

handbooks of information and research bulletins about the

outside Poland (some of them even replacing local Ger-

region, as well as more popular magazines. These were

mans who had already been shipped off to repopulate the

targeted at businessmen and other visitors, also soldiers

Warthegau), the arduous identification of ethnic Germans

and civilian staff serving in the region and potentially

(Volksdeutsche) scattered among the Poles, and the incorpo-

readers in Germany. In an extension of this informational

ration of Galicia in 1941 increased the proportion of more

and commercial outreach, the incorporation of Galicia into

or less German Germans to about one or two per cent by

the General Government in August 1941 coincided with

1943.24 But most Germans in the General Government

(if it did not prompt) the opening of an official General

during the war were incomers imported from the Reich,

Government promotional office on Unter den Linden in

and they were disproportionately male – the hallmark of

Berlin, to showcase its products and achievements.

a colony or an occupation regime: soldiers and policemen;

22

Frank’s self-importance and sense of mission were

employees of the rail and postal services; administrative

limitless; he was known locally as ‘King Stanislaus’, and

officials; and trustees of germanized business enterprises.

Curzio Malaparte has left us a vivid and terrifying de-

This was the wider context within which Frank issued

scription of his ‘court’ in the Wawel castle, stuffed with

his personal commission of the Baedeker, as a public im-

poseurs, charlatans, careerists and thugs.23 In defiance

primatur on his ambitious political and cultural project.25

of Hitler’s expectations, Frank’s activism was all about

The political and cultural value of a Baedeker guide was so

putting the General Government on the Germans’ mental

important to Frank that he instructed his own propaganda
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department to abandon a virtually finished project to issue

the chief of Frank’s propaganda department press office,

its own comprehensive work of reference, which had been

the Nazi journalist Max du Prel.29 The proposed print run

in hand for some time.26 Secure within its reassuringly

of the book was twenty thousand copies: an astonishing

familiar and prestigious red binding, the Baedeker was

quantity of paper expressly committed by Frank in an

a gesture of normalization, present and future. It would

increasingly strapped wartime economy. Frank had in

recover and authoritatively record the evidence of the

fact already fought to secure high levels of paper imports

German presence in the past; it would signal the cultural

from Germany to supply his existing official publications, a

work that Germans had already accomplished; it would

chief weapon in his propaganda war.30 But even with such

create a coherent territorial and cultural map of the General

priorities, this was a profligate commitment of a scarce

Government. In short, it would imagine and prefigure

resource that can be explained only by Frank’s imperial

a future General Government as German territory, for

style and by his expectations from this venture.

German and international consumption.

How many of these copies were actually produced,

In September 1942 Frank met with Oskar Steinheil,

distributed and sold is hard to gauge; the same goes for

Baedeker’s representative and a prolific author of guide-

assessing its intended and actual readership. Although

books, to commission ‘a handbook to the General Gov-

the entries in the guidebook largely follow the standard

ernment according to the usual style and format of the

Baedeker format addressed to the culturally inquisitive

world-famous Baedeker volumes’. Steinheil planned an

and self-propelled tourist, this stands in considerable

extensive information-gathering trip through the territory

tension with the information given in the ‘Practical Intro-

in October, for which Frank undertook to provide a car and

duction’ – let alone, as we shall see, with the situation on

administrative support. But given that the new guide was

the ground.31 First, unlike in the case of Alsace, travelling

supposed to be produced by early 1943, it also drew heav-

into the General Government was commensurate with

ily on information already assembled within the General

entering a foreign country, with deterrent levels of ID,

Government itself. This included research carried out by

visa and currency regulations which all had to be de-

H. H. Stallberg, the official in charge of the government’s

tailed in the introduction. On top of this, the enumerated

tourism department, and material taken from the com-

categories of travellers conspicuously exclude the casual

prehensive handbook Das Generalgouvernement, edited by

tourists who were normally the targets of these guides:
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they include officials, businessmen, family members

on different aspects of the region which also declare its

of Germans stationed in the region and people visiting

intimate entanglement with Frank’s political project. Two

military graves – the latter two groups reminding one

of the authors, the geographer Ernst Fugmann and the art

that the region was still largely a war zone.32 The usual

historian Erwin Hoff, were staff members at the Institut

amenities a Baedeker-user might expect were in short

für deutsche Ostarbeit, and undoubtedly contributed

supply or non-existent, especially in Galicia. Roads were

additional information to the guide.37 A short essay on

regularly described as poor, public transport was limited

law and government was contributed by Albert Weh, the

or suspended, accommodation outside the major towns

head of the legislation section of the General Government.38

and cities restricted to Nazi Party facilities and the local

Finally, a longer essay on art history was the work of an

Deutsches Haus. Tourist information had to be sought

Austrian art historian from the university of Breslau,

from Party offices in most localities, and on remoter roads

Dagobert Frey, who had played an infamous role in the

travellers were advised to carry a weapon.33 Even though

German plunder of Polish art-works and had already

Karl Baedeker had mused about off-the-beaten-track travel

contributed an essay to Baedeker’s 1938 guide to Silesia.39

in a memo he wrote in 1937, this was ‘savage tourism’ on

Fugmann’s essay ended by quoting Frank in 1942 to

a different scale.

the effect that the General Government ‘constitutes an

34

There is some evidence of what might be called tourist

important connecting link between front and homeland’.40

traffic in this period;35 but facilitating real journeys was not

This often repeated geopolitical proposition suggests to

the primary purpose of a guidebook whose inspiration

me how we might read the Baedeker itself historically,

was, as I have suggested, largely political and gestural.

if we displace space into time. The Baedeker embodied

Karl Baedeker’s preface to the guide (so different in tone

a parallel act of temporal balancing, pivoting on the un-

from his prewar volumes) described it as an account of ‘the

resolved status of the region’s present and a future that

work of organization and reconstruction’ accomplished

was as eagerly desired in theory as it was unforeseeable

or initiated in the three and a half years of German rule;

in practice. At the time of its writing and publication in

he commended it not only to the elusive tourist, but to

1942/3, the Nazi project in the General Government stood

36

‘everyone who has anything to do with the Vistula region’.

uneasily between reclamation and colonization: between

The guide included a series of unusually extended essays

reclaiming an earlier history of German presence, and re-
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invigorating it with new efforts of germanization; between

lifted from the material already prepared in offices of

asserting an essential continuity of this German presence,

the General Government were unintentionally left in the

and acknowledging a historic rupture and displacement;

guide.42 This is certainly plausible at the practical level,

in short, between a past which had been German and a

given the guide’s dependence on existing work and the

future which would once again be German. I will return

speed of its publication; but I think it does not do full

to this in my conclusion.

justice to the potential of textual interpretation to disclose

It is in this context, I suggest, that we should place the

meanings that are not quite explicitly stated. Beyond this,

infrequent but for that reason remarkable references to

therefore, I would suggest that these scattered phrases

Jews that crop up repeatedly in the Baedeker and that are

can be read as half-submerged gestures pointing to ‘the

the focus of this lecture. Typically, references to the arrival

Jews’ not only as the agents of the past degradation of

of Jews appear in the historical summary preceding the

the region, but also and paradoxically as the mechanism

description of a town. The Jews are linked to the prior or

for its current reclamation by the Germans. Baedeker’s

simultaneous loss of the town’s German population and

potted histories of cities and towns tell a repeated story of

its decline under the pressure of political and economic

how Jews had degraded each place by their opportunistic

processes, as Polish governance took over and Jews flowed

arrivals which ruined its earlier German character. But,

in to usurp the Germans’ place.41 The few explicit refer-

after 1939, the Jews now figure as the opportunity for the

ences to a named locality being ‘jetzt judenfrei’ (now free

territory’s restoration to a pre-Jewish past, through acts of

of Jews) ignore both the process and the sheer scale of the

vanishing which are only laconically declared (if at all),

racial engineering and population transfer undertaken

but which will enable the re-germanization of the land

since 1939, and the mass murders under way by 1942.

that the guide celebrates.

To my mind, however, the Baedeker’s language and

In the rest of this lecture, I want to address this re-

its silences are not best seen as now astonishing acts

lationship explicitly in two ways. One of these has not

of wilful blindness, nor exactly as returns of guiltily

escaped the attention of historians: this is to juxtapose the

repressed knowledge. And I do not think they are sim-

typical tourist routes and attractive sights described in the

ply the result of an ‘editing problem’, as suggested by

Baedeker with what had happened immediately before,

Nicholas Lane, whereby fragments of inappropriate text

or indeed was still taking place in those self-same places:
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ghetto clearances, transit camps, killing camps, deportation

as ‘the castle’ (Burg), and streets are given their new

routes, forest hunts for escaped Jews: the full repertoire

German names – over 120 of these, mainly in the central

of genocide. The effect of doing this is indeed chilling, as

and western districts of the city which were reserved for

I will show with a few examples. But I will then go on

German residents.44 Although the guide is by no means

to suggest a second context in which to read the guide,

silent about Polish historic monuments (its description of

which I think enables us to grasp more fully the logic of

the Cathedral mentions the crypt where Polish rulers were

this extraordinary book’s textual economy.

buried, for example, as well as the Pilsudski monument),

We could begin in Cracow, the seat of Frank’s gov-

its emphases yield a cumulative impression of a city owing

ernment. Baedeker describes this city as the ‘citadel [or

little to the Poles and stamped largely by German culture;

heartland] of German creative construction (Aufbauarbeit)

this will be the message throughout the guide.

over many centuries’, although among its 345,000 inhab-

According to Baedeker, the city’s decline began in the

itants in 1943, Germans numbered no more than 25,000.

16 century, when Cracow began to be polonised, and

Cracow, Baedeker notes, had flourished as a manufac-

this was followed by a ‘steep increase’ in the number of

turing and commercial centre under German city law

Jews, who ‘monopolized the money market and trade’.

(Magdeburger Recht), reaching its apogee in the 15 and

The city’s history in the following centuries is presented as

early 16 centuries. Here is a city that ‘like few others in

largely one of decline, until its takeover by the Austrians

the eastern settlement region displays so impressively

in 1846 (not really Germans, but better than nothing). A

the face of an overwhelmingly German town, where one

subsequent period of fresh development was brought

encounters everywhere testimony to German labour and

to an end in 1918 by the re-establishment of the Polish

German culture’. Baedeker’s walking tour begins from

state and the new government’s deliberate demotion of

the recently re-named Adolf-Hitler-Platz, previously the

Cracow in favour of Warsaw. But the German conquest

Grand Square, which dated from the 13 century. The

of the city on 5 September 1939 has, the guide explains,

visitor’s eye is directed particularly to anything associat-

‘inaugurated a new chapter in the city’s history’: a city

ed with the Germans, whether historic buildings or the

that already offered ‘everywhere evidence of German

regime’s new administrative offices. Consistent with

work and German culture’ was now ‘once again a focus

Frank’s own usage, the Wawel castle is referred to only

for Germany’s work in the East (Ostarbeit)’.45
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Leaving the centre of the city, the guide takes one

ture, trunks, carpets, washtubs, pots and pans,

southwards to Kazimierz, by then a suburb but originally

odds and ends; on the other side of the street,

founded by the Polish king in 1335 as a rival to Cracow.

Poles moved in the opposite direction, because

The guidebook notes that the district later became ‘the

the Poles living in this poor quarter of Podgórze

abode of the Jewish population of Cracow’ and then notes

have had to make space for us. To think that

parenthetically that it is ‘jetzt judenfrei’ – now free of

all of a sudden Kazimierz, that traditionally

Jews – and continues on it way. I have suggested how to

Jewish section, is going to be full of Aryans!48

46

read this laconic phrase rhetorically, but what lay behind

Disoriented by the move, Halina forgot her new destination when she returned from work that evening: ‘I

it historically?
In 1939, some 56,000 Jews lived in Cracow. With Frank

instinctively turned towards our home…instead of to the

keen to make his capital city judenfrei as quickly as possible,

ghetto’. A powerful sense of place, and the anguish of her

the population (swollen by refugees from the countryside)

banishment from it, pervades her diary: ‘I like to sit [on the

began to be thrown out in March 1940. Within a year no

unfinished ghetto wall]’, she wrote in August, ‘and look at

more than 15,000 Jews were left in Cracow. At that point,

the swarm of streets, buildings, tall church spires and at

the process of ghettoization began. But it was not the old

the shining ribbon of the Vistula River.’ In October, after

Jewish district of Kazimierz that was chosen as the site.

her assignment to forced labour in a factory, she wrote:

Instead the ghetto was established in March 1941 in the

These people ride in a streetcar through the

nearby suburb of Podgórze, identified by Baedeker only

ghetto and look at us with curiosity and

as a free city founded by the Austrian emperor Joseph II

contempt – they, the free people, the Aryans,

in 1785.47 Not far from Podgórze lived Halina Nelken, a

rush by in trains along the railroad embank-

young Jewish girl whose family was among those forced

ment just next to the wall….and they do not

to move into the ghetto on 20 March 1941. Her diary

know that here, in this cramped, walled-in

allows us to view the city through rather different eyes

cage, someone is suffocating and is unable

from those of Baedeker:

to understand why it is forbidden to walk

On one side of the street there were huge trucks,

around the city in which one was born and

wagons, and wheelbarrows loaded with furni-

which one loves so much… I cannot believe

28
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that although I am in Kraków, I will not see

by Count Potocki in the 1850s. Baedeker recommends

the Vistula River or Wawel Castle; that to the

the surrounding countryside for its ‘numerous lovely

end of the war I must walk like an idiot on only

excursions in the heavily wooded and ravined Cracow

these few little streets in the ghetto. Because

Jura’. What the guide does not tell us is that Frank was

we are Jewish people, the achievements of

as eager to rid himself of Kressendorf’s 570 Jews as of

culture and civilization are forbidden to us.

Cracow’s. He achieved this by July 1942, keeping on two

49

As it happens, one of these tram passengers left their ticket

members of the community as cleaners.50 No more than

as a bookmark in my Baedeker – an uncanny material

twenty-five of the village’s deported Jewish residents

token of Halina’s experience (Figure 3).

survived the war.
This might prompt us to look at the very different route
from Cracow that was outlined by Halina Nelken in March
1941, one that took Jews deported from the ghetto by rail to
the cities of Rzeszów and Lublin, further east.51 Baedeker
calls Rzeszów by its German name, Reichshof, and tells
us that it was ‘an old German city’ of 25,000 inhabitants,
with a new hotel, several restaurants, a theatre, a cinema,

Figure 3: Cracow tram

and a few not particularly important churches and other

ticket, ca. 1943 (author's

historic buildings of which we are given thumbnail de-

possession)

scriptions.52 An important trading city, Rzeszów was, as

Were we to leave Cracow, this city whose culture and

readers are also told, ‘dominated since the 19 century

civilization were now denied to Jews and other non-Ger-

by numerous Jews, until following the Polish campaign

mans, we would have a choice of itineraries. Baedeker

it came once again under German rule’ (an evasive turn

would guide us to Warsaw via Tschechenstochau (Często-

of phrase). The guide is of course silent about the fate

chowa), a route that would soon take us through the village

of the city’s Jews after 1939, when they numbered about

of Kressendorf (Krzeszowice) where, as the guide notes,

14,000. In fact, a closed ghetto had been established there

th

Hans Frank had his private residence in a chateau built
30

31

in December 1941, and between 1942 and 1943 virtually

by Nazi propagandists as a main-spring of the Jewish

the entire Jewish population of Rzeszów, swollen with

‘menace’. Even Baedeker described Lublin as ‘a strong-

deportees from Cracow and elsewhere, was killed in either

hold’ of Judaism and mentioned the talmudic school and

Belzec or Auschwitz.53

its important library. Destroying this centre of Jewish

As for Lublin, the other destination for many of

culture was for the Nazis an aim in itself.

Kraków’s deported Jews in 1941, Baedeker describes this

In addition, the Lublin district had been the site of sev-

as an important industrial town and regional centre of

eral policy initiatives between 1939 and 1941 as different

German administration. It was well connected by road

Nazi authorities wrestled with the problem of what to

and rail, with a wide range of German cultural facilities,

do with the huge numbers of Jews who had fallen into

several hotels, a recommended restaurant in the Hotel

their hands in Poland. 56 It is not possible to discuss this

Europa, and several other attractive eating-places in-

intricate history here, but Lublin’s SS command was also

cluding one in the Sachsenpark ‘with open-air concerts

to play a central role in the development and execution of

in the summer’.

As the guide went on to report, ‘The

‘Aktion Reinhardt’ in 1942 and 1943. ‘Aktion Reinhardt’

well-cared-for attractive streets and squares of the new-

was the name of the SS killing programme that established

er city districts already reveal the new work of German

purpose-built gassing facilities in Belzec, Sobibor and

reconstruction.’55 This included the fact that a city that in

Treblinka to speed up the scale of the slaughter. Between

1862 had had a majority of Jewish residents (57 per cent)

March 1942 and October 1943, 1.75 million Jews from both

was now, like Cracow, ‘judenfrei’.

Poland and the rest of Europe were murdered in these

54

What had happened to Lublin’s Jewish residents

camps.57 These deliberately insignificant sites of mass mur-

between 1939, when they numbered about 47,000, and

der are, unsurprisingly, of no interest to Baedeker, which

1943, when no more than a few hundred remained in

merely notes the rail connections at Belzec (crucial to its

the city? For the historian of the Holocaust, Lublin and

selection as an extermination centre) and that the road to

its surrounding district occupy an important role, for

Piaski, a staging-post for Lublin’s deported Jews, was in

two reasons. First, Lublin was a centre of both Hasidic

1942 ‘mostly unmetalled but in good order’.58

and non-Hasidic Judaism, and in 1930 a major rabbinical

In the city of Lublin itself, 34,000 Jews and Roma were

school was opened there. Ideologically, the town was seen

crammed into the ghetto established in March 1941, most

32
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of them to be murdered in Belzec a year later. The same

This kind of ironic juxtaposition could be repeated and

fate befell the residents of the numerous small Jewish

extended place by place and route by route through the

communities living along the 130-kilomete route between

entire guide. But in the time left to me I want to fill out

Lublin and Belzec. We might indeed follow this route on

the other side of this balancing act between past, present

pp. 140-142 of the Baedeker, passing through each of these

and future, by offering a different set of juxtapositions

villages in turn, watching out for the sharp curve in the

that set the Baedeker against literature that had been cir-

road near Krasnystaw and perhaps stopping to admire the

culating equally publicly before the book was published:

‘interesting bell-tower’ in the small town of Tomaszów.

the travelogues and reportage that presented the General

We would certainly be well advised to spend more time

Government to a reading public between 1939 and 1943.

in the exquisite renaissance town of Zamość. Baedeker

This literature, designed for broad public consumption,

tells us that it is ‘one of the most attractive small towns in

should be read alongside the ostensibly cultural work of

the General Government, a town whose history has been

the Baedeker as a more explicitly political contribution to

strongly shaped by German influences’. But of the most

the larger task of rendering the germanization of Poland

recent ‘German influences’ on the town Baedeker has

fit for public consumption. If Baedeker can evade this

nothing to say: the ghettoization of its 7000-strong Jewish

transition and merely describe its effects in a supposed

community in April 1941, and the violent liquidation of

‘afterwards’, these earlier publications represent what

this ghetto in 1942, when some of Zamość’s lovely streets

I’ll call a ‘tourism of disgust’ that boldly depicts the task

presented a very different appearance: ‘The whole street

at hand in the present and gestures towards its coming

was covered in Jewish bodies: one still held his bundle, a

mastery.62 This is a literature that straddles the genres of

second had abandoned his, a third was wounded in the

war reporting and travelogue, written for commercial

breast, a fourth in the head. I walked to New Town and

publication by officials and journalists who in 1939-42

in the streets everything resembled the aftermath of the

travelled the same routes that Baedeker was to take. It

Jewish Flood.’ Baedeker was likewise silent on the sub-

included the considerable coverage of Jewish matters in

sequent ethnic cleansing of Poles from this area, cleared

the Krakauer Zeitung and articles in the illustrated magazine

out wholesale to make way for the planned germanization

Das Generalgouvernement.63 These writers comment on the

of this fertile region.61

towns, sights, people and landscapes they encountered

59

60
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and the challenges of travel in a strange land, but enrich

the ‘Jewish problem’ had been neglected by the Polish

their accounts with precisely the descriptions that Baedeker

government and allowed to develop into a ‘pest hole’

does not vocalize.

(Seuchenherd) that only the Germans were willing to attack

Here I will focus on two accounts of relatively extended

with the vigour it needed.64

tours through the region. The first is by the writer and

A second and longer account in the same genre comes

film-maker Felix Luetzkendorf (a member of the NSDAP

from the pen of Bruno Hans Hirche, a veteran Nazi journal-

and the SS), who published a record of his January 1940

ist who became chief reporter for the Krakauer Zeitung and

assignment to cover the ‘treks’ of ethnic German peasants

a prolific author of travel vignettes. These were collected

who were being re-settled from their Wolhynian homeland

in 1941 in an elegantly produced book, embellished with

(now under Soviet control) on farms confiscated from

attractive high-quality photographs of landscapes, build-

their Polish counterparts. Luetzkendorf studs his account

ings, monuments and a few portraits. Hirche’s arrival in

with derogatory descriptions of the Poles and Jews and

Cracow in 1939 provides the occasion for the inevitable

their living conditions (and like most travellers he also

contrast: first ‘The appalling muck in the station square…

reports on the hotels his party is quartered in, from the

the deliberate neglect and Polish filth’, but then within

elegant Bristol in Warsaw to a modest pension in Lublin).

minutes he catches sight of the Burg (Wawel) standing ‘in

He found Lublin a more elegant city than Warsaw (a city

the midst of this alien strangeness [as] a German greeting

he execrated), but perversely because of the number of

and welcome’.65 This juxtaposition is invoked repeatedly

refugees from Poland’s erstwhile capital. The Jewish dis-

as he travels on, and is fortified with vicious descriptions

trict struck him as looking very like Salzburg – but only

of Jewish communities. Rzeszów (as he still calls it), which

until you heard and smelled it: ‘Jews, rich and poor, in

we met a moment ago in Baedeker, is described as 60 per

unimaginable numbers’, wearing their yellow stars ‘as a

cent Jewish, and here Hirche notes alongside the rail tracks

kind of distinction…proudly and openly… They do not

extensive fallow fields bought up by Jews motivated by

go around hunched and timid, as do the Jews in Łódź or

their ‘inborn addiction to speculation’; but they are soon

Warsaw who try to hide their stars. On the contrary. They

destined to be ploughed and harvested by the farmer, by

act as if Lublin was their city and the star given to them

which he means re-settled Germans.66 While Hirche notes

precisely in order to honour them’. For Luetzkendorf,

the presence of Jews elsewhere in equally malevolent
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language, it is not until he reaches Warsaw that he invests
his account with a fully articulated virulence.
Here his contrast starts with the juxtaposition of the
marketplace’s Germanic character with the

Accompanying Hans Frank on his ceremonial tour of
triumph in September 1941 to mark Galicia’s conquest from
the Russians, Hirche, like Baedeker, notes every mark of
German cultural identity (‘doesn’t Lemberg [Lvov] greet

insatiable rapacity with which these [Jew-

us like a familiar old friend?’), but he takes his other im-

ish] parasites… have infected the entire city

pressions further. Tarnopol, described by Baedeker a year

and made Warsaw into a veritable Jewish

later as ‘once dominated by numerous Jews’, is in 1941 a

metropolis… The filth in which they live is

city that ‘seethes with Jews… Here one could easily rec-

almost indescribable and the number of lice

ognize or for that matter smell “the chosen people” from

commensurately high… They see typhus

afar without any armband… it gives the impression of a

as their speciality. Jews are not harmed by

murky and filthy Jewish nest [which needs] a firm German

[lice], perhaps simply out of gratitude for the

hand to set it in order’ (p. 22). Finally, commenting on

useful role they play as busy intermediaries…

Cracow again in 1941, he notes that the blue-and-white

The Jew fears cleanliness even more than he

star of David armbands were now so infrequent as to

fears the Nazis.

be countable, that ‘here too German cleansing has been

67

Reaching Lublin, Hirche again observes that ‘This city-

at work’, and that this reflected a consistent policy that

scape is a German one’, still recognizable under its Polish

between 1939 and 1941 had strictly segregated Jews from

and Jewish accretions, and goes on to write a lengthy

non-Jews on public transport ‘for sanitary reasons’.

and cruelly demeaning description of the ghetto, with

The identification of Jews with dirt and disease is, of

its thick-packed, crooked houses and filthy, deformed,

course, a central and familiar trope in Nazi propaganda,

crowding people, living off their retail exploitation of

and it is hardly surprising to find it rehearsed repeatedly

illiterate Polish peasants, hiding their possessions in a

in this genre of writing. It echoes the wider publicity

labyrinth of cellars whose inhabitants, he writes, ‘are no

campaigns linking ‘Jews, lice and typhus fever’ that

longer human beings’. A relief, then, to escape from this

rendered ‘the Jewish problem’ in Poland as a problem of

into a pub filled with ‘German comradeship…German

public health, its solution therefore to be found in Ger-

words, German music, German hospitality’.68

man measures of public hygiene and urban planning.69
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When Baedeker later referred to German town planning

book – and in the literature I have been describing there

and public health in Łódź (Litzmannstadt) or to the re-

are no inhibitions about enlisting every physical sense

development of Lublin, only the steps leading towards

in the service of the tourism of disgust: the sight, sound

this future were elided.70 In only a single case (Kazimierz

and smell of Jews are repeatedly invoked to populate a

Dolny, a small tourist town near Lublin) did the Baedeker

panorama of sensational nausea.

explicitly mention not only the loss of the town’s German

Between them, guidebook and travel reportage play

th

with the visible and the invisible, the vanishing or occlud-

century but also the ‘Aussiedlung’ (re-settlement else-

ed past, the unresolved present and the gestural future

where) of its Jewish population after 1939, and the now

that is already known even if it is not yet there. There is,

ongoing reconstruction of the town as a ‘pleasant German

in other words, a complex set of chronologies at work

resort’. This breach of the rule of silence discloses that

in both the Baedeker as a project and in its mechanics

just as Jews had become the parasitical beneficiaries of

of representation. Barthes alludes to this, and we might

departed Germans in the past, so now Germans had ev-

also refer it to Koselleck’s well-known multiplication of

erything to gain by sweeping away the Jews in their turn.

the categories of past, present and future, expanded into

population and its alleged replacement by Jews in the 17

71

all the possible combinations of past, present and future

Conclusion

from each of these vantage-points.73 If we set the Baedeker

There is an inertness in any tourist guide through which,

in the wider frame of parallel contemporary descriptions

as Roland Barthes has suggested in his short essay on the

of the General Government, as I have tried to do, we can

Blue Guide, ‘the human life of a country disappears to

construct a trajectory of representation which begins in

the exclusive benefit of its monuments’. ‘To select only

1939 with depictions of the present state of the region,

monuments’, Barthes goes on, ‘suppresses at one stroke

the scale and enormity of the task ahead, and gestures

the reality of the land and that of its people, it accounts for

towards what will at some point be a completed future.

nothing of the present, that is, nothing historical... What is

But the path from A to B – from the present present to

to be seen is thus constantly in the process of vanishing.’72

the future present – is never made quite explicit; and it

The travelogue, by contrast, exists to conjure up precisely

is on this ground of intermediate uncertainty that the

the people who are ostensibly excluded from the guide-

Baedeker stands.
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To our eyes, looking back at a past whose simultaneities

Renaissance building of Sukiennice. Every-

we now know, the guidebook is disingenuously recording

thing was as it had been, the horse-driven

the sights of a landscape that was at that very moment the

carriages and the flower sellers and the

epicentre of the holocaust. As readers in a post-genocidal

heijnal [the bugler on top of St Mary’s church

present we invest its descriptions and omissions with a

steeple] welcomed me home.75

pathos that is painful, but that also calls for scrutiny. For

Nelken’s euphoria is understandable, even if her con-

the Baedeker must not only ignore the catastrophe being

fidence in being able to recover an unaltered city may not

enacted on this landscape, but must make its rhetorical

convince. The re-peopling of this land by those evicted in

stand on stabilizing the future as if it is already the present,

practice by the Nazis and rhetorically by the Baedeker was

while at the same time repressing that unspeakable but

not to be history’s last word. But that would be another

not unimaginable intermediate mechanism for making the

book, another lecture.

passage from one to the other. That the passage from past
to future still had a long way to go when the Baedeker
was being mooted can be judged from a letter written by a
Bavarian official describing his first impressions of Cracow,
to which he had been seconded in April 1942: ‘Desolate,
empty, cheerless, the station shot to pieces, filth, stench,
rabble, a foreign language, hardly a word of German.’74
How very different, then, was Cracow to seem three
years later to Halina Nelken, whose bitter expulsion from
Cracow’s cityscape I cited above. Nelken survived the
war and returned to Cracow in 1945 to reclaim her city
with her own eyes:
I drank in the sight of the market with its
cobblestones, the slender tower of the Gothic church piercing the deep azure sky, the
42
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